
Summer 2017 LONDON 'n' DUBLIN Recap!

Most of these pictures I took with my old digital camera, but a handful were plucked from Rachel's

album to help tell the story of our adventures. I tried to keep it concise, it was just such a packed trip!

We were constantly on the move, but I'm grateful we got to do and see so much! 

My leg of the trek was a total of 6 days and 5 nights, June 8 - 14, 2017. 

Rachel's dorm was in the Bloomsbury borough of London, just east of Russel Square.

FRIDAY

I arrived at Gatwick, and had difficulty activating 

my new phone and SIM card so it was hard to reach 

Rachel and get my bearings, but I ended up finding 

my way to her dorm in decent time.

First we had (possibly the best) Fish & Chips 

at Poppie’s in Camden Town 

… but only after I had my fist beer in Britain :

We walked around in front of the National Gallery, the lovely Trafalgar Square:



The National Gallery: 

Saw David Tennant in “Don Juan in Soho” – he was fantastic. We had a great time.



Post show, we took a train to Stansted (airport), spent a couple hours in hotel then flew in the early

morning to Dublin. We had to take a shuttle from the hotel, but it was cash only. A very sympathetic

British woman on board asked “oh, are you American?” – kindly understanding we were out of our

element –she paid our £6 cash to take said bus – thanks to her, we didn't have to waste time and

money finding and using find an ATM in time to take that bus, which was the last one for the night.

SATURDAY

We checked in at lovely little AirBnB 101 South Circle (hosts were the very pleasant Eileen and Frank):

We had a delicious brunch at BiBi’s (per Eileen’s recommendation), which was a short walk away. Then

we went to the impressive Kilmainham Gaol (“kill-MAY-nuhm” jail) for a tour. Adam, the guide, was

fantastic. He was proud, patriotic, and a great storyteller. The courthouse is adjacent to the Gaol:



I found this little cutie in the courtroom: 

View from a courthouse window  – home to the art museums (through the threshold):



One of many Gaol hallways:

This is a wing added during the Victorian era. A handful of movies were shot here.



The small cells were all locked up. Most of the of the incarcerated were such due to the conviction of

petty crimes, which resulted in child imprisonment as well:

Perhaps the most hallowed part of the grounds was here. This is where majority of the 1916 Uprising's

leaders were executed by firing squad. Though the 1916 uprising was unpopular at the time,

contemporaneous with WWI, the public opinion shifted at their martyrdom and a widespread sense

of Irish identity, independent of the crown, was awakened. Death by firing squad was employed after

public hangings had become too popular with the locals … as a source of entertainment.



On a lighter note, we walked by St. James's gate: 

Had a couple rounds at Brazen Head (Dublin’s oldest bar) :



Took a much needed nap at the AirBnB, then walked by St Patrick’s Cathedral:

We had an excellent dinner at Darkey Kelly’s (per Frank’s recommendation for a genuine Irish

experience—he was right!) A cabdriver told us it’s sort of an IRA sympathizer type of spot, but assured

that it was safe and harmless. That same driver was nice enough to point out the old Dublin wall that

once enclosed the city—ages ago, before it was in ruins, he said outside that wall, there was no telling

what could happen to you. At Darkey Kelley's, we had some yummy chicken wings, and Rachel had

bangers and mash, and I had lamb stew—both were delicious. There was live Irish music and a great

time! Patrons were singing and dancing around, just having a great time on their weekend night. It

was fantastic. Darkey Kelly's from the outside:



We walked around the River Liffey and bumped into Rachel’s friend, Michael (from a couple years back

when she served at Dos Caminos – small world!). Michael and his French boyfriend Vincent joined us

at the famous Temple Bar where we drank a great deal and had a great time – there was live music

there too. It's also worth mentioning that Rachel drank Irish whiskey … woah, unheard of. 

Fun little moment: We took a cab back to the AirBnB and got out across the street from the apartment

to get Rachel a bottle of water when couple local folks bought us a fried sausage and our water for us.

It was so generous and hospitable of them. They were telling us how a battered and fried sausage was

the best snack after a night out in Ireland and they put the money down for us. So nice!

SUNDAY

We toured the Guinness Storehouse, which was very cool. We got certified as Guinness pourers!

 We took our perfectly poured pints to the top of the building and enjoyed them at

 Guinness's Gravity Bar, which had a great 360 degree view of the city. 



Sláinte! (“SLAHN-cheh” meaning “health” in Irish Gaelic) 

Here I am with a pint of that ruby red dark stuff goofing off on the top of Dublin!

We had lunch at Arthur’s (another recommendation from Frank’s) and it was superb. We had excellent

lamb stew and the absolute best shepherd’s pie … and Irish coffees, of course.

We walked around a bunch more. We passed the Dublin Castle:



We strolled the lovely Grafton Street. Here's a view looking from Grafton toward a pretty church:

The beautiful Trinity College, founded under Queen Elizabeth I (home to the historic Book of Kells):



Looking eastward from a bridge over the River Liffey:

The Dubliner himself, James Joyce:

We had a quick drink at a rooftop spot so we could figure out where best to walk next. Fortuately, we

found a bar / restaurant with a familiar name … we had lunch at Murray’s, which interestingly had Irish

and French flags out front – it was meant for me! The place was large and had a bar downstairs in

addition to the main level. They featured traditional Irish dancing regularly — we didn't catch any

though. Rachel had a burger, and I got fish and chips as the Ireland soccer game was finishing on TV.



Murray's (see the flags?) :

Each and every street sign had both the Irish and English language:



Ireland was kind enough to bless us with a rainbow for a parting gift, as we made our way via bus to

the airport. Look directly at the center of the photograph, and you'll see it curve up and to the left:

We flew back to Stansted, then bussed back to London late that night 

(thank God for that convenient £24 bus, since we discovered a cab fare would would have been £120).

It was all too brief, but Ireland was amazing. Next time, I hope to spend time in the beautiful

countryside that we saw just a glimpse of from the plane and buses. 



MONDAY

A spin on the London Eye, from the bottom:

… and a view of Parliament from the pinnacle:



We had a surprisingly tasty burger at a stand (called Bleecker) for breakfast under the Hungerford and

Golden Jubilee Bridges. The two Jubilee Bridges are pedestrian bridges that straddle the train tracks

atop the Hungerford Bridge – you can see a Jubilee bridge on the far right:

Then a River Thames boat tour (from the Eye to under the Tower Bridge) and the “4D Experience” was

included (a 3D video with foam snow, bubbles, etc. which added the 4th D – no photos possible). 

Looking back from the boat:



St. Paul's from the boat:

An active replica of Shakespeare's Globe Theatre (and heads of half-interested German schoolkids):



The boat tour took us under London Bridge (which fortunately, was not falling down): 

And the ornate Tower Bridge:



Just opposite the Tower Bridge, of course, sits the famous and infamous Tower of London:

After the boat tour, we strolled about and saw the lovely edifices of Westminster Abbey:



Then tea time at the Oscar Wilde Bar (named after their famous frequenter) in the Café Royal Hotel in

Soho (Piccadilly Circus) so yummy! The bar was beautiful, donned with painted ceilings, and walls

covered with mirrors separated by golden frames. We both shared the Oscar tea - a house blend with

Lapsang souchong crafted and named for the masculine character of Wilde. Then Rachel had a

hibiscus tea and I had a Celestine – a chocolaty and vanilla noted house blend named for the bar’s

owner’s wife. The actual bar and kitchen door were to the left, and you might be able to see a piano

player. The food was excellent, by the way—small sandwiches, scones with a buttery cream and jam,

and then sweets. A lovely time. There were no windows, but the mirrors magnified the warm lighting: 



Walked up The Mall ...

… to Buckingham Palace, and walked the entire block on which it is situated.



Bused up to Abbey Road Studios and crossed the street like a la The Fab Four:

My Abbey Road cover shoot:



Cheesy, I know, but I wasn't the only dork doing it, see!

It's like this all the time: http://www.onabbeyroad.com/cam.htm !

Then we had a little dinner with Rachel's classmates, 

Sofia and Corinne, at a Portuguese spot by their dorm. Many spicy dishes on the menu.

TUESDAY

Rachel was in class so I took the tube up to 221B Baker Street, home of the fictitious Sherlock Holmes.

http://www.onabbeyroad.com/cam.htm


Not an actual listed address in the days of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, but today:

I went to Speedy’s (where the recent TV show's exterior shots are filmed) and got a latte. 

In the BBC show, Sherlock and Watson's flat is just above Speedy's (a short bus away from Baker St).

The place was quite small and the staff was very pleasant.



Passed the British Museum (below), then and met Rachel at her school.

We popped into the longstanding James Smith & Sons Umbrella Shop – a nice umbrella can cost you!



I persisted on being an arse, and got a muffin ...

 from a man ...

on Drury Lane:

We watched the matinee of The Woman In Black, the West End's second longest running show of all

time (second to The Mousetrap by Agatha Christie). The show was creepy and tense, we loved it!

Here's the historic and spooky Fortune Theatre:



We went to the Coal Hole for a very English dinner - Lamb chops for Rachel and Lamb meat pie for me.

They featured English craft beers there, including cask beers and ciders:

We (on a whim) saw Dreamgirls at The Savoy Theatre (West End). The show was fantastic. 

Rachel says it was perhaps her favorite musical theatre performance of anything ever. 

The energy was palpable and the talent was exquisite. 

Then, post-show, a quick nightcap London Tavern, by Rachel's dorm. Bars close early in England!



WEDNESDAY

Rachel was in class, so I went to see St. Paul’s Cathedral up close (HUGE!) :

and its dome, among the largest around:



I popped in at the British Museum for a quick visit. Here is its massive main concourse: 

Short on time, I was very glad to see the intellectually humbling Rosetta Stone (of 196 BC) featuring a

decree written in Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic script, Demotic (common Egyptian language of the

day) and Ancient Greek (the language of the governing Ptolemaic Dynasty):



Then I met Rachel at her school again:

Rachel and I had lunch at Dishoom - a great Indian restaurant by King’s Cross / St. Pancras, which is the

enormous international train station, where I hopped back on the Thameslink to Gatwick Airport! 

This is the beautiful Victorian station:



JUST A FEW MORE FUN THINGS:

The gap really is quite large. 

You can't tell here because it's a vertical gap – it's about 5 inches down from train to platform.

A pretty bench … with the remnants of somebody's snack on it—the dirtiest thing I saw in London

(even the panhandlers are cleaner than in NYC):



Rachel thought one of the stone heads resembled me:

The harp and me (at the Guinness Storehouse) :



This was in the Kilmainham Gaol's courthouse. Look at at bottom. 

“GOD SA–” … clearly the crown was no longer welcome in Ireland:



Not only were the people very polite, 

but I also found nearly every London phone booth to be as helpful and accommodating as this one:



All in all, a very packed, but very great trip!

Cheers!


